
ACE Overview Q & A – July 2021 

Annual Consents Exercise 

Q. Does Inert gas need to be quantified? 

A. If the inert gas is derived from a reservoir and on a Vent consent, then it needs to be included. 

You will find in applications there is somewhere to put comments on what hydrocarbon contents 

are.  

 

Inert gas generated or imported to the facility and then vented doesn’t count. Therefore, for 

example, CO2 or Nitrogen in the reservoir will be included in the Vent figures. But, CO2 or Nitrogen 

coming in to the facility in tanks for use in purging doesn’t count. This relates to Vent only. 

 

Q. We are looking to PIG frequently next year; will this be classed as Category A or B? 

A. Non-routine activity comes under Category B. Get in touch with your OGA contact to check details 

on specific cases. 

 

Q. How do you consider production upsets and how is it challenged? 

A. There is no change – OGA are only now asking for more information on how Operators are doing 

it. 

 

Q. Where does conversations with BEIS take place after the Flare/Vent application is submitted to 

the OGA? 

A. Interface stays the same, more information will be available on the website in due course. 

 

Q. What is Molecular Weight in applications for? 

A. Oil and Gas works in different measurements. Inerts are derived from the reservoir. 

 

Q. If you add more than one field to the consent, do you have to fill in a breakdown for each one 

or a summary for all fields listed? 

A. No. 

 

Q. Are we still able to use alternative payment method as we don’t have cards? 

A. You can for the field consents system currently, but not for the PWA Portal system (which is being 

developed) as it is credit card only. PLUG members advised 8 June 2021.  

 

Q. In the past we have raised individual Production Consents for each producing field. However, 
Vent/Flare Consents are one Consent with several fields listed. Are we allowed to mimic the 
Vent/Flare Consents; have two Production Consents (SNS North and SNS South) that cover all 
producing fields? As mentioned during the ACE overview, we could attach an explanation and 
breakdown in the application comments. 

A. Production consents are per field.  There can be joint flare consents, and there can be joint vent 

consents (but you can’t join flare and vent together in one consent). 

 

Q. Do you expect the flaring and venting management plan to be submitted along with these 
applications as well? 

A. At this point we're not asking you to submit those with the flare or vent applications, we may well 
move on to that in future years. 

 



Q. If we do submit a Flare/Vent plan, is it submitted for information only purposes? 

A. If you put some comments in the comments box when you attach it to just make clear what the 
status of your plan is. So, if at the moment it's an aspirational or a target one rather than one, 
you're absolutely committing to hold yourself to just put that commentary in OGA will read it in 
the appropriate context for the maturity of your plan within your organization. 

 

Q. What about venting from residual gas fire stock tanks rather than from flaring? 

A. Anything that's vented needs to be on your vent consent. The categories and descriptions are the 
same for flare and vent. The only difference is the clarification as to how cold flaring handled, 
which is or classed as category B nonroutine venting. 
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